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Thrive MSP 2040 discusses economic 
competitiveness as key to prosperity

Economic development 
strategies, decisions, 
investments
Financial and human 
resources, technologies, 
and place readiness
Regional & local 
government role: 
Infrastructure, land, places 
that enable connections of 
resources

Economic competitiveness 
in global, national markets
Resulting in business 
attraction and retention, 
production and exports

These dynamics allow 
prosperity
Great quality of place and 
infrastructure stewardship 
are foundations – and 
results!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a recipe for economic competitiveness: if local businesses and industry clusters can mobilize resources and secure the investment of resources -- including financial and human resources, necessary knowledge and technologies -- and also if our communities are places where these connections of resources can be made – then economic competitiveness happens.  This point about places where connections or resources can be made. This is really where planners, development professionals, and city leaders come in. Our greatest contribution to local and regional economic competitiveness is supporting the place dimension -- land, infrastructure, and facilitating communities that enable connections of resources.That’s a long introduction to why local economies and economic data matter. 



• Economic Indicators are statistics that represent specific 
economic conditions or aspects of a place 
– Provides insight into the economic health of a community

• A dashboard is a well-designed and easy-to-read layout of 
key economic indicators, tracking the overall performance of 
a place

What is an economic indicator dashboard?
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• Provides local officials the ability to track the performance and 
health of the local economy

• This tool is essential in most business retention, expansion, 
and attraction strategies

What is it used for?
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• Using the data “at a glance” to inform planning in a 
community

• A locally-specific dashboard shows key indicators that can 
support local policies and programs

• Gives employers and industries easily accessible, updated 
information about a community’s economic climate as they 
consider how to grow, expand, or locate in a community

How this can benefit communities
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• What questions would you ask of this economic dashboard?

• What dashboard features and functions make for an 
accessible, valuable tool for communities? 

Questions for discussion 
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• Workforce availability, quality, mix of occupations
• Costs – of workforce, utilities, production inputs, taxes
• Regulatory situation
• Business climate
• Regional demand and customers
• Quality of life and social conditions

If one was considering a large metro 
economy…

Source: Forbes’ Best States for Business
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• Industry mix and specialization – types of businesses
• Employment-level change over time
• Start-ups activity and employment
• Real estate, local real estate prices
• Commercial-Industrial (C-I) land supply information
• Connectivity of access to freight corridors
• Access to customers, retail buying power
• Local workforce availability, quality, mix 
• Commute flows
• Jobs/worker balances (by income group)

Our focus will be local data



• Businesses: Does this community have site advantages? How 
does it compare with other communities?

• Economic development pros: How do we understand our 
competitive strengths? How do we make the case for our city? 
Are there changes happening in the local economy?

• Planners, city leaders: How much C/I land do we need? More 
or less than guided in plans? How does a community maintain 
balance? Are employment and commercial activities in balance 
with other factors?

Analyzed locally, to answer local questions



Downtown 
St. Paul

Regional and 
Sub-regional 
Employment 
Centers

Downtown 
MPLS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We identified 16 metropolitan or regional employment centers  in the region -- each with over 15,000 jobs. **As a set these top 16 have ONE-THIRD of the region’s employment.And we identified 28 sub-regional centers.  That’s another 18% of the region’s employment. It would be possible to continue with this classification for local and even neighborhood employment concentrations. There are going to be spots in your community that deserve that attention – and LODES is the data source that can help you identify those.



Employment change: Eden Prairie

Local employment and local industries
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Employment change: Eden Prairie

Local employment and local industries
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Construction projects volume: Eden Prairie

Real estate and land
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Source: Council analysis of 
Census Bureau, LODES, 2014

Commuting and the jobs/workers balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Spatial arrangement and relative balance of jobs and workers mattersGood accessibility to employment should result in shorter commute distancesWe end up with employment magnets at one extreme -- and bedroom communities at the other. The imbalances are correlated with the need and the result of people commuting longer distances.
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Local laborsheds: How 
far employers reach to 
find their workforce
• For Apple Valley employers, the 

median distance is 6 miles.
- In places that are strong in both jobs and 
workforce, the employers don’t have to look 
too far.

• For Eden Prairie employers, the 
median distance is 11 miles.

• For Chanhassen employers, the 
median distance is 15 miles.
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Economic Dashboard: examples
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• Engagement
• Indicator development and dashboard prototyping
• Dashboard launch (2019)

Next steps

Project team 
Corrin Wendell, Senior Planner
Local Planning Assistance
Corrin.Wendell@metc.state.mn.us

Todd Graham, Principal Forecaster
Regional Policy & Research
Todd.Graham@metc.state.mn.us

mailto:Corrin.Wendell@metc.state.mn.us
mailto:Todd.Graham@metc.state.mn.us
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